Having the COURAGE to include PCI in shared decision-making for stable angina

Invented by Andreas Grüntzig in 1977, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) has revolutionized the management of coronary artery disease. Initially, PCI was more attractive than conventional revascularization with coronary artery bypass grafting because it was less invasive, but as time went on PCI acquired its own evidence base of improved clinical outcomes. In fact, for ST-elevation myocardial infarction, non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction, and cardiogenic shock, there is clear evidence that PCI saves lives in both the short and long term.

But PCI is also used widely in stable coronary artery disease, and in contrast to the clear-cut benefit in the acute conditions noted above, a series of reports culminating in the Clinical Outcomes Utilizing Revascularization and Aggressive Drug Evaluation (COURAGE) trial has shown that PCI in stable coronary artery disease does not reduce the risk of death or of subsequent myocardial infarction. Specifically, for every 100 patients enrolled in COURAGE, 161 were excluded for having heart failure, 39 were excluded for class IV angina, and 31 were excluded for left main stenosis.

In an article in this issue, Dr. Michael Rothberg describes a 55-year-old man who develops new-onset angina and then undergoes a Bruce protocol stress test that is stopped at 6 minutes due to chest pain and ST-segment depression. Dr. Rothberg argues that, based on COURAGE trial data, this patient and other patients with stable coronary artery disease should not be treated with PCI but instead should receive optimal medical therapy.

Key issues about the COURAGE trial

To understand the applicability of the results of the COURAGE trial to patient care, it is important to examine a number of key issues about this trial.

First, COURAGE enrolled a narrow group of patients with stable coronary artery disease and excluded many common patient subgroups, such as those with heart failure, severe anginal symptoms, or left main artery stenosis, who would benefit from revascularization. Specifically, for every 100 patients enrolled in COURAGE, 161 were excluded for having heart failure, 39 were excluded for class IV angina, and 31 were excluded for left main stenosis.

Second, although COURAGE has been described as a trial of PCI vs optimal medical therapy, it was not. Rather, it was a trial of optimal medical therapy with PCI first vs optimal medical therapy with crossover PCI if medical therapy failed. The crossover rate was not insubstantial: 16.1% of the patients in the medical therapy group underwent PCI by the end of the first year, increasing to 32.6% at a median of 4.6 years of follow-up. And patients with more intense and frequent angina and resulting worse quality of life were the ones who required crossover PCI.

Third, it has been proposed that patients with suspicious cardiac symptoms or abnormal stress test findings can be managed with op-
timal medical therapy initially, based on the COURAGE findings. However, the COURAGE trial required diagnostic angiography both to confirm underlying coronary artery disease and to exclude left main disease. Thus, regardless of one’s position on the role of PCI in stable coronary artery disease, diagnostic investigation by cardiac catheterization or computed tomographic angiography to confirm the presence or absence of coronary artery disease remains mandatory.

Fourth, optimal medical therapy was prescribed by the trial’s protocol, so that one would expect that both treatment groups received similar levels of optimal medical therapy. However, the optimal medical therapy group required more medications to achieve the same outcome as the PCI group.

Finally, although it has been reported that the COURAGE trial showed no benefit for PCI, in fact, for the outcome of symptom relief, initial PCI was clearly superior to optimal medical therapy beginning at 3 months and extending out to 24 months—a result for which the magnitude of benefit is underestimated due to the occurrence of crossover PCI.

In particular, women and patients with a high frequency of angina derived improvement in angina-related quality of life from PCI compared with optimal medical therapy.

Key themes in the management of stable coronary artery disease with PCI and optimal medical therapy

Patients with highly suspicious cardiac symptoms or an abnormal stress test should undergo a diagnostic procedure such as coronary angiography or computed tomographic angiography to confirm the presence of coronary artery disease.

All patients with coronary artery disease, regardless of the treatment strategy, should receive guideline-based optimal medical therapy, ie, aspirin, a beta-blocker, and a statin.

Patients with coronary artery disease and heart failure, severe class IV angina, or left main artery stenosis should undergo revascularization.

A PCI-first strategy has no advantage over initial optimal medical therapy for the risk of death and subsequent myocardial infarction.

Both PCI-first and optimal medical therapy-first strategies improve angina control substantially in stable coronary artery disease, although PCI is faster and leads to less medication use.

From 30% to 45% of patients assigned to initial optimal medical therapy subsequently need revascularization.

A PCI-first strategy is more expensive than an initial optimal medical therapy, but the cost disadvantage diminishes with time due to high revascularization crossover rates and increased medical care utilization in patients on initial optimal medical therapy.

A MORE NUANCED INTERPRETATION

For these reasons, the role of PCI in stable coronary disease is more nuanced than simply stating that the COURAGE trial results were “negative” for PCI. It is more accurate to say that in selected patients with moderate symptoms of angina and without heart failure or left main artery disease, a PCI-first strategy has no advantage over an optimal medical treatment-first strategy for the risk of death and myocardial infarction but does lead to earlier angina relief and less long-term need for medication. In addition, in up to one-third of cases, an optimal medical treatment-first strategy fails and requires crossover to PCI.

Dr. Rothberg is correct in highlighting the crucial importance of optimal medical therapy in the management of stable coronary artery disease. In fact, cardiologists strive to prescribe optimal medical treatment for all coronary artery disease patients irrespective of treatment strategy. However, 3 important issues in his analysis need to be highlighted.

Controlling symptoms is important, and we should not underrate it. The patient described in Dr. Rothberg’s article could exercise for only 6 minutes on a Bruce treadmill test, indicating a quite limited functional capacity of only 5.8 metabolic equivalents of the task (METs). A healthy 55-year-old man should be able to achieve 10.5 METs. Inability to achieve 6 METs precludes the ability to dance, to ride a bike at a moderate pace, or to go on a hike. For many patients, these limitations are serious and important concerns for their lifestyle and quality of life. PCI has been shown to be superior to medical therapy in improving functional capacity, improving it by 20% vs 2% in one trial and 26% vs 7% in a second trial. Patients undergoing PCI were twice as likely to have a greater than 2-minute increase in exercise capacity. Recognizing the importance of symptom control in stable coronary artery disease is patient-centered care.
Patient decision-making is complicated, and we should not assume that patients choose PCI primarily to reduce their risk of death. A randomized trial showed that patients continued to select PCI as initial treatment even when they clearly knew that it would not prevent death or myocardial infarction. As noted above, patients may value earlier symptom relief, particularly if their angina is frequent or limiting. In addition, patients strongly desire to minimize medical therapy and may be willing to trade decreased life expectancy to reduce the need to take medications. Finally, some patients may want to be able to continue to participate in certain lifestyle activities.

PCI is expensive, but less so over the long run. With a PCI-first strategy, costs are front-loaded, and studies with short-term follow-up show a marked increase in cost. However, long-term follow-up shows that the cost differences diminish dramatically due to high rates of crossover to revascularization and increased medical care in the optimal medical therapy arm. The cumulative lifetime costs in the COURAGE trial with a PCI-first strategy, although statistically significant, were only 10% higher than with the optimal medical treatment-first strategy ($99,820 vs $90,370). Therefore, substantial long-term cost-savings by shifting from an initial PCI strategy to initial optimal medical therapy are unlikely to be delivered when measured over the long term.

**NEWER TRIALS SUPPORT A BALANCED APPROACH**

The most recent studies of the management of stable coronary artery disease support a balanced approach. The ORBITA trial (Objective Randomised Blinded Investigation With Optimal Medical Therapy of Angioplasty in Stable Angina), on one hand, showed limited benefit of PCI vs medical therapy in patients with single-vessel coronary artery disease, preserved functional capacity, and mild symptoms. There was no significant improvement in exercise capacity or angina frequency, although baseline angina frequency after medical stabilization was quite low.

The FAME 2 trial (Fractional Flow Reserve Versus Angiography for Multivessel Evaluation), on the other hand, studied patients with positive fractional flow reserve coronary artery disease (ie, using an invasive technique to confirm the hemodynamic significance of the coronary stenosis) and showed markedly better outcomes with PCI than with medical therapy. Specifically, the PCI-first group had improved quality of life and dramatically less need for urgent revascularization.

Furthermore, as in the COURAGE trial, the optimal medical therapy group had a high crossover rate to PCI (44.2%), leading to the complete elimination of the early cost advantage of medical therapy by 3 years. The initial costs with PCI vs medical therapy were $9,944 vs $4,439 ($<.001); the 3-year costs were $16,792 vs $16,737 ($=.94).

For these reasons, a balanced approach to recommending PCI first vs optimal medical treatment first remains the best strategy.

**TOWARD PATIENT-CENTERED CARE**

For the 55-year-old patient in Dr. Rothberg's article, the first step in making an appropriate decision would be to understand the severity of symptoms relative to the patient's lifestyle. The second step is to assess the patient's interest in an invasive procedure such as PCI relative to optimal medical therapy, as the patient may have a strong preference for one option or the other.

Finally, with the understanding that there is no difference in hard end points of myocardial infarction and death, a balanced discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of both PCI and optimal medical therapy would be needed. For PCI, advantages include earlier symptom control and improved quality of the life, particularly if symptoms are severe, with disadvantages of an invasive procedure with its attendant risks. For optimal medical therapy, advantages include improved symptom control and avoidance of an invasive procedure, while disadvantages include increased medication use and a high rate of eventual crossover to PCI. This important discussion integrating both patient and medical perspectives ultimately leads to the best decision for the individual patient.
A patient-centered approach to clinical decision-making mandates inclusion of PCI first as an option in the management of stable coronary artery disease. After confirming the patient has coronary artery disease, patients with heart failure, class IV angina at rest, or left main artery stenosis should be referred for revascularization. In the remaining patients with confirmed coronary artery disease and moderate angina symptoms, either PCI first or optimal medical therapy first is an appropriate initial strategy that considers coronary anatomy, symptom burden, and patient desires.
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